High-quality weinor awnings

Outdoor living with style
Enjoy your patio or terrace with awnings

www.weinor.com

The weinor solutions for your dream patio

Design your outdoor living space
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Just

the way you like it!
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Scalable solutions from a one-stop shop

Tailored to your
weinor’s weather protection products are adaptable
weinor products allow you to do many different
things. Everything is a perfect match. Since weinor
is probably the only one-stop shop to provide an
entire range of components, it’s very easy to add
other items later on. No matter what you choose –
you can safely rely on weinor.

Awning with Valance Plus and Paravento

Accessories: heating and lighting

For example: sun protection and more …
Enjoy a well-protected spot with your weinor
awning. During the daytime, the awning
provides pleasant shade, and in the evening
it keeps your patio warmer for longer.
By adding patio heating and lighting, you can
also create a snug and cosy atmosphere. Turn
your patio into a feel-good zone!

Create a cosy space
with the Paravento
side screen.
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Side screens

And, if you want to, why not combine your
weinor awning with a protective Paravento
side and privacy screen? Or open the automatic
Valance Plus, if staring neighbours or low sun
start to bother you.

requirements

Plaza Home

… or stability in wind and weather
weinor’s Plaza product generation turns a
basic patio into a generous outdoor living room
in no time. Through their solid construction
and high-quality awning fabrics, the weinor
Plaza Home and weinor Plaza Pro guarantee full
stability even on blustery days. The hallmark
of the two weinor Plaza products are the stable
supporting pillars (foundation required) which
keep the awning in position whatever the wind
and weather.
The lighter variation uses weinor folding arm
awnings, with optionally available wind
supports. These can be used as needed, and
stabilise the awning in windy conditions.

Plaza Pro

Folding arm awning with wind supports
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The weinor quality concept

Award-winning

You can depend on us:
50 years of creativity and innovation for the benefit of our customers
For half a century, we have pursued the
same mission: customer satisfaction. As
a medium-sized, international company,
weinor’s quality is as good as it gets and
“Made in Germany”. All our products are
designed and manufactured in Germany.
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Your weinor partner are an experienced specialists
who will gladly provide you with advice on everything from planning to realising your product.
They will help make your patio dreams come true
and will support you with advice and help – even
well after the initial purchase.

Engineering and Design
Sophisticated patio systems “Made in Germany”
With patio solutions from weinor, you can rest assured that the
products are all of a standardised quality. Our forte lies in meeting
the speciﬁc individual needs and wishes of our customers. In doing
so, we combine craftsmanship with industrial platform strategies.
The result: satisﬁed customers as well as numerous certiﬁcations and
awards. These standards also translate into the way our retailers
and partners install our exclusive weinor systems – professionally and
soundly.

Company award
for embodying innovation
weinor has been recognised
as one of the top 100
most innovative
German companies
for its patio worlds
concept.

Marketing award for excellence
in customer orientation
Dutch journal Zonvak bestowed
weinor with the
award as the
supplier with the
best customer
orientation.

Marketing award for best
new product launch
Our VertiTex vertical awning
won the 2008
Marketing Award
presented by Dutch
journal Zonvak.

TÜV-tested safety
All our products are designed
for durability and safety.
Therefore, all weinor folding
arm awnings carry the TÜV
certiﬁcate. weinor constantly
invests in its development of new
products.

red dot design award
The red dot design award is an
internationally recognized
award for high design quality.
Two weinor products have
already topped the
rankings for their
technology and
aesthetics.

Certiﬁed quality management
Deﬁned work ﬂows and manufacturing processes ensure
that our products always meet
the same high levels of quality.
The weinor quality management system is certiﬁed according to
DIN EN ISO 9001.

iF product design award
The international jury of experts
awarded the prestigious
“iF product design
award” to the weinor
Plaza Pro, in the
“buildings” category.

Silver at Focus Open
The weinor Zenara cassette
awning is the winner of the
international Silver design
award at the Focus
Open in BadenWürttemberg.

R+T Innovation Award
The 2012 Innovation award was
presented at the International
Trade Fair for Roller Shutters,
Doors/Gates and Sun protection
(R+T). weinor was awarded
the special prize in
the design category for its Zenara
awning.
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weinor frame colours
Silk gloss

Colours to suit your

Colour fastness and durability for your weinor product
All weinor products are coated in-house. This ensures
that we deliver the best-possible quality and colour fastness. The complex process is probably the best currently
available on the market.
The shockproof and scratchproof coating is subjected
to regular inspections by experts who also make sure that
we maintain our high environmental standards. As all
products are coated in our own workshop, your order is
processed very swiftly and ﬂexibly.

Discover the unique choice of
weinor colours – and choose the
ones that best suit your taste
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personal style
Discover the full range available from weinor!
Let us inspire you: weinor has over 200 different frame colours
for you to choose from. Get the perfect match between your
patio design and your style of furnishing.

47 standard frame colours
RAL 1002

RAL 1003

RAL 1014

RAL 1015

RAL 1023

RAL 1034

RAL 2000

RAL 2002

RAL 2011

Sandy yellow

Signal yellow

Ivory

Light ivory

Traffic yellow

Pastel yellow

Yellow orange

Vermilion

Deep orange

RAL 3002

RAL 3004

RAL 3007

RAL 4005

RAL 4006

RAL 5005

RAL 5009

RAL 5014

RAL 5021

Carmine red

Magenta red

Black red

Blue lilac

Traffic purple

Signal blue

Azure blue

Pigeon blue

Water blue

RAL 5022

RAL 5024

RAL 6005

RAL 6009

RAL 6011

RAL 6012

RAL 7015

RAL 7016

RAL 7021

Night blue

Pastel blue

Moss green

Fir green

Reseda green

Black green

Slate grey

Anthracite grey

Black grey

RAL 7030

RAL 7032

RAL 7035

RAL 7039

RAL 7040

weinor 7319

RAL 8001

RAL 8003

RAL 8014

Stone grey

Pebble grey

Light grey

Quartz grey

Window grey

Weinor grey

Ochre brown

Clay brown

Sepia brown

RAL 8016

RAL 8017

RAL 8019

RAL 8022

weinor 8077

RAL 9001

RAL 9005

RAL 9006

RAL 9007

Mahagony brown

Chocolate brown

Grey brown

Black brown

Weinor dark brown

Cream

Jet black

White aluminium

Grey aluminium

RAL 9010

RAL 9016

Pure white

Traffic white

weinor is an eco-friendly company. To ensure compliance with high environmental
standards, manufacturing processes and materials undergo regular testing by experts.
As a result of the ban on the use of heavy metals in powder coatings, paint manufac-

Identical colours – for a perfect
match
The beneﬁt of this in-house
powder coating process is that
we can supply the best-possible
colour tonality and identical
gloss level. Every weinor component, including all our accessories, receives the same colour
coating. With this in mind, you
can rely on even very different
products (e.g. awnings, lighting
and heating) all being identical
in colour.

turers can no longer guarantee colour stability despite making every effort to do so. It
therefore cannot be excluded that colours in general, and Fire Red (RAL 3000) in particular, may fade with time. Colours may differ signiﬁcantly due to the printing process.

A favourite colour for everyone –
thanks to our extensive range
of colours
Choose from an abundance of
colours:
• 47 cutting-edge standard
RAL frame colours, silk gloss
(gloss level ± 5% when measured at a 60° angle)
• 9 scratchproof, resistant trend
colours with an elegant
textured look
• Over 150 special RAL colours
for your awning, patio roof or
conservatory.

9 trend colours
WT 29/10797

WT 29/50704

Approx. RAL 9010

Approx. RAL 6009 Metallic

WT 29/60740

WT 29/70786

Marrone 04 Metallic

Sparkling Iron Effect

WT 29/71289

WT 29/80077

Approx. RAL 7016 Metallic Approx. DB 703 Metallic

WT 29/80081

WT 29/90146

Iron Glimmer Effect P 7

Approx. RAL 9006 Metallic

WT 29/90147
Approx. RAL 9007 Metallic

As a result of the ban on the use of heavy metals in powder coatings, paint manufacturers can no longer guarantee
colour stability despite making every effort to do so. It therefore cannot be excluded that colours in general, and
Fire Red (RAL 3000) in particular, may fade with time. Colours may differ signiﬁcantly due to the printing process.
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Over 200 weinor fabric patterns

Exquisite Italian fabrics –
brilliant long-lasting colours
New, breathtaking fabric patterns to look forward to! weinor fabrics
stay looking beautiful all the time because of the innovative nanotechnology that makes them water- and dirt-repellent. As the highquality pigments are already embedded (solution-dyed) into the
basic ﬁbres, weinor fabrics maintain their brilliant colour throughout.
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colours
by weinor®

true
colours

magic
colours

Acrylic fabric collection

WeiTex® polyester fabric collection

Huge selection of designer
fabrics and proven quality

Innovative fabrics with
exceptional elasticity

The hallmarks of the ‘true
colours’ acrylic fabrics are their
outstanding durability and
consistently radiant colours.
• over 100 patterns
• fabric width:
120 cm/240 cm

The ‘magic colours’ polyester
fabrics return to their original
smooth shape after being
subjected to heat.
(weinor Memory-Effekt®).
• over 50 patterns
• fabric width: 120 cm

Perluca
Acrylic climate-control fabric
for vertical blinds and awnings

Sheer – the ﬁne perforations in
the Perluca acrylic climate-regulating fabric make it especially
suitable for the Valance Plus.
• 5 patterns

Soltis®
High-tech climate-control fabric
for vertical blinds and awnings

A clear view – the sheer hightech climate-regulating, micropore fabric is also the perfect
choice for the Valance Plus.
• 10 patterns
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Electrical accessories and control

Convenience

Ultra modern wireless electronics for your patio
comfort
weinor quality is noticeable in many thoughtful
details: all of our awnings are ﬁtted with a motor*
as standard and can easily be retroﬁtted with
our wireless technology. This is made possible by
separating the motor from the wireless receiver,
the WeiTronic Combio MA-868, which, in turn,
makes the system extremely easy to service.
The WeiTronic remote control has been developed
for weinor products to greatly simplify their use
for you.

WeiTronic remote control
Tempura heating
system

Light bar systems
Valance Plus

All awnings and shades

Convenient operation with WeiTronic remote
control
With our pre-programmed WeiTronic remote
control, you can operate your sun protection unit,
patio lighting or heating from the comfort of
your favourite spot.

Remoto 5 M and 10 M
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You beneﬁt from the excellent dovetailing of electronics and mechanics: up to ten different devices
or device groups can be operated using one single
remote control transmitting on a secure frequency
(868 MHz).
* Many models are available with a manual crank for a nominal fee

thanks to intelligent accessories
Sun protection, heating and lighting
are easy to operate by remote control
Enjoy your patio until late into the evening. Numerous
intelligent weinor accessories make your life outdoors
even more comfortable. Patio heating and lighting will
help you create a cosy place.

Atmospheric lighting with the
LED light bar

Patio heating extends
your season

Sensors protect your
awning

Conjure up atmospheric lighting
with LED and LED Design light
bars. These create a pleasant,
warm-white light that can be
dimmed as needed. 30,000 hours
of lighting with minimal energy
consumption The light bars can
also be retroﬁtted if you prefer.

Our energy-efficient Tempura
patio heater delivers a heat output of 1,500 watts in an ultraslim housing. The waves only
warm up the skin, not the air.
Alternatively, you can operate
and regulate your Tempura
by remote control dimmer, thus
ensuring a comfortable temperature.

Even when you don’t have an
eye on your awning, you still
don’t want your patio or
conservatory to build up heat.
Simply combine it with the
automatic sun and wind sensors
(Aero 868) or even the the
automatic sun, wind and rain
sensor. The awning will then
open when the sun comes out
and retract when it gets too
windy or starts to rain.
As a bonus, we have incorporated the WeiTronic Agido
product protection sensor into
WeiTronic-controlled folding
arm awnings as standard. This
sensor causes the the awning
to retract when a certain pre-set
level of vibration and movement
is detected.
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Quality features

Perfect sun protection
with weinor awnings
Always the right sun protection for your home
weinor awnings get extensive use over a number of years –
in sunny and windy conditions. To ensure that they remain
beautiful and durable throughout, weinor has come up
with numerous solutions that incorporate intelligent details.
Proﬁt from their exceptional resilience: in every type of
folding arm awning, weinor relies on durable, sturdy basic
technology. This leaves you free to choose your favourite
design, your convenience level as well as the desired
features, but not the quality grades.
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1. Folding arm
At the heart of a weinor patio
awning is the folding arm. It
extends the fabric and absorbs
wind loads. This requires a high
degree of stability. weinor uses
drop-forged aluminium in every
joint: a lightweight metal but
with the same resilience as steel.

2. Round-steel linking chains
The linking chain in the centre
arm joint transmits tension in
much the same way as a tendon.
Even after moving thousands
of times, the round steel chain
shows no signs of wear and tear.
We back this up with a 10-year
warranty.

4. Arm geometry
The ﬂatter the awning, the
closer the fabric stretches towards the arm. Wherever possible, it should only lightly rest
on the arm, however. weinor
achieves this by intelligently
angling the arm joints.

5. Fixing bracket
For your own safety, it is
important that the awning be
installed by professionals.
Resilient drop-forged aluminium adds to the stability: elegant
to look at but still extremely
sturdy.

7. Colour coating
weinor products undergo an extensive powder-coating process.
This makes them impact- and
scratch-resistant. The products
are coated in-house to ensure
the highest quality and colour
fastness. The colours last – even
after many years.

8. WeiTronic Agido-868
weinor folding arm awnings
equipped with WeiTronic are
supplied automatically with
an Agido sensor. This detects
vibrations generated by the
wind and reports these to the
remote-controlled receiver,
which then retracts the awning.

For more information, see www.weinor.de

3. Tilting arm
The tilting arm members developed by weinor tilt upwards
when the awning is retracted,
thus ensuring that the cassette
closes exactly. When opening,
they tilt back to the set tilt
angle, click into place, and then
move along at a constant distance from the fabric. The patented wind lock safety device
prevents the awning from being
lifted up by the wind. Cassita
and Topas each have a rigid
upper arm connection.

6. Stainless steel components
We don’t cut corners on the
big or small parts. All small parts
such as nuts, bolts and screws
are made of stainless steel. This
keeps them permanently rustresistant and looking good.
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weinor folding arm awnings
Topas highlights

Technical details

• the economical solution –
sturdy and affordable
• small drop proﬁle with a
beautiful valance for a characteristic awning look
• the ﬁxed upper arm joint
makes it even more suitable for
windy locations
• versions with and without a
roof

• for large patios, up to
1200 cm in width and with a
projection of up to 350 cm
(two-piece system with jockey
cover or sliding support)
• one-piece systems up to 700 cm
wide and with a projection of
400 cm
• with crank or motor drive
• TÜV-tested safety
• awning inclination: 5° to 40°
• option: Valance Plus
• option: MiniMax
Can be combined with
• WeiTronic remote control
• LED/Design light bar
• Tempura heater
• wind supports
• Duoﬁx supporting structure

Open awning

Topas
An open awning is the stable way to get started with weinor’s
awning world – with or without a rain canopy. Open awnings are
especially suitable if structural features, such as a balcony
projecting over the retracted awning, protect it from the elements.
To ensure its long-term, smooth operation, the weinor chain comes
with a 10-year warranty.

Actual depth with bracket: 220 mm

1 The roof – The small gap

1

between the roof and drop
proﬁle means the weather has no
impact whatsoever.
The rain gutter
Rain falling onto an open
awning set to the right angle of
inclination drains off to the side
via the end caps and does not
ﬂow over the valance.

2

The fabric ﬁxer
ensures that the fabric
remains taut despite the temperature ﬂuctuating.

3

4 The valance – Can be re-

moved with little effort, and
can be stored away and protected
in winter. Valance height: 20 cm.
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Actual height with bracket: 210 mm

2

3

4

Options for Topas and Cap

Technical details

MiniMax

approx 210 mm

• ideal for deep but narrow
patios
• large projection but small
width due to crossed joint arms

approx 295 mm

for Topas or Cap

• maximum size of
Topas MiniMax one-piece
systems up to 500 cm wide
and a projection of 400 cm
• maximum size for
Cap MiniMax, one-piece
systems up to 500 cm wide
and and a projection of 350 cm
• valance height for Topas and
Cap MiniMax 30 cm

Options for

Topas and Cap
The appeal of the Cap and Topas MiniMax option are their
dimensions – this option is ideal for shading long, narrow patios
or balconies. When the sun is too low or prying eyes become
annoying, use the Valance Plus option, which can be lowered to
any level you require (not available with theMiniMax option).
Option: MiniMax

Options for Topas and Cap

Technical details

Valance Plus

• maximum awning size width
of 600 cm x projection of
300 cm, or up to width of
500 cm x projection of 350 cm
• the extra fabric rolls up in the
drop proﬁle
– up to 210 cm in length if
motor-operated

for Topas or Cap
• decorative protection from
low-lying sun and prying eyes
• recommendation: Soltis® fabric
for a clear view of the outdoors
• extend and retract to any
length using a motor or crank
• beautifully-positioned fabric
due to the patented ﬂoating
bearing
• extra safety with the optional
remote control. It provides
retraction protection for your
table (in conjunction with the
WeiTronic Remote Control)

For more information, see www.weinor.de
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weinor folding arm awnings
Cap highlights

Technical details

• cassette awning
• light and elegant in design
• when retracted, the fabric is
fully protected because:
– water that might penetrate
anywhere on the awning is
drained off by the two-part
fabric sleeve (patented).
– what’s more, the weinor
enforced closure mechanism
with tilting arm member and
stop cam ensure the cassette
closes securely
• whether open or retracted: the
fabric roller remains invisible
thanks to the two-part fabric
sleeve

• for large patios, up to 1200 cm
in width and with a projection
of up to 350 cm (two-piece
system with jockey cover)
• one-piece systems up to
600 cm wide with a projection
of up to 350 cm
• with crank or motor drive
• TÜV-tested safety
• awning inclination: 5° to 40°
• option: Valance Plus
• option: MiniMax
Can be combined with
• wind supports
• WeiTronic remote control
• Tempura heater
• LED/Design light bar
• Duoﬁx supporting structure

Cassette awnings

Cap
The weinor cassette awning with its diminutive drop proﬁle
especially protects the fabric when the wning is retracted.
It rolls up into a two-part sleeve for better water drainage.

Actual depth with bracket: 202 mm

The roof
Opens easily and is an elegant way to protect the fabric.

1

3

The rain gutter
Rain falling onto an open
awning set to the right angle of
inclination drains off to the side
via the end caps and does not
ﬂow over the valance.

2

5

Actual height with bracket: 186 mm

1
2
4
6

The glide proﬁle inside
the internal housing protects the fabric against abrasion
and wear.

3

The fabric ﬁxer ensures
that the fabric remains
taut despite the temperature
ﬂuctuating.

4
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The separate subshells ensure that the
fabric is perfectly ventilated.
Dirt and water can drain
easily.

5

The valance
can be removed with little
effort, and can be stored away
and protected in winter. Valance
height: 20 cm.

6

Semina highlights

Technical details

• semi-cassette awning
• the modern alternative to the
Cap, for those who don’t place
too much value on a valance
• the fabric and mechanism are
well-protected due to weinor’s
enforced closure mechanism
with tilting arm joint and stop
cam
• rain gutter in a strong drop
proﬁle drains the water off to
the sides
• deep drop proﬁle instead of a
large valance
• the internal mechanism is
almost completely concealed
• patented tilting arm member
withstands surging winds

• for patios up to 700 cm wide,
with a projection of up to
350 cm
• with crank or motor drive
• TÜV-tested safety
• awning inclination: 5° to 40°
Can be combined with
• WeiTronic remote control
• LED/Design light bar
• Tempura heater
• wind supports

Semi-cassette awning

Semina
A semi-cassette awning protects the fabric through its combination
of a semi-circular awning roof and a large drop proﬁle.

Actual depth with brackets: 204 mm

The spacing brush in the
roof proﬁle
Protects against residual water
and dirt.

1

Actual height with brackets: 204 mm

1

The rain gutter
Rainwater drains
off to the side via the end caps
when the awning is set to the
right angle.

2

2
3
4
5

The stop cam
The drop proﬁle is accurately retracted thanks to the
stop cam on the tilting member.

3

The non-friction ﬁlm
The non-friction ﬁlm in
the sliding support (widths
of 3.5 m and above) prevents
wear in the fabric.

4

The arm stop
Prevents the arms from
striking the proﬁle during retraction.

5
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weinor folding arm awnings
Cassita/Lux highlights

Technical details

• the starter cassette awning for
smaller patios
• modern, stylish design
• very narrow with small projection – perfect for shading
smaller patios
• space-saving 12 cm cassette
height (not including bracket)

• for small patios up to
550 cm in width and a projection of up to 300 cm
• awning inclination: 5° to 45°
• with crank or motor drive
(Lux option only available with
motor drive)
• TÜV-tested safety

Cassita Lux with light bar
• swivelling low-voltage halogen
spotlight
• can be activated and dimmed
with the optional WeiTronic
remote control – creates a
wonderful atmosphere on your
patio

Can be combined with
• WeiTronic remote control
• Tempura heater
• wind supports

Cassette awning

Cassita Lux
The cassette keeps the awning fabric and mechanism as safe as
houses – the perfect solution if you’re looking for the best way to
protect your awning.

Actual depth with bracket: 265.5 mm

The spacing brush
in the roof proﬁle
The spacing brush in the roof
proﬁle protects against dirt and
residual water.

1

The fabric support proﬁle
Ensures the fabric rolls out
smoothly and is well-tensioned.
It is combined with the lower
part of the cassette. This reduces
the amount of deﬂection to a
minimum, even on wide awnings.

3
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1

Actual height with bracket: 151 mm

The arm stop
Prevents the arms from
striking the proﬁle during retraction.

2

3

2

4

The wall bracket
The weinor Cassita
needs just two brackets.
The stylish cover caps are
highly durable and weather
resistant.

4

5

The adjusting bracket
A detail that typiﬁes
weinor’s approach to solutions:
very secure, and easy to install.

5

I/K/N 2000 highlights

Technical details

• classic proportions (approx
20 x 20 cm) and a proven
design time and time again
• proﬁles are combined with the
sturdy mounting tube:
fully closed (K 2000) or without
rear wall proﬁle (I 2000) for
wall installation
• weinor enforced closure mechanism with patented tilting
arm member and stop cam ensure the cassette closes securely

• for large patios, up to 1200 cm
in width and a projection of up
to 400 cm (two-piece system
with jockey cover)
• one-piece systems up to
700 cm wide and with a projection of 400 cm
• with crank or motor drive
• TÜV-tested safety
• awning inclination: 5° to 45°

K 2000

Can be combined with
• WeiTronic remote control
• LED/Design light bar
• Tempura heater
• wind supports

• N 2000: the specialist among
this line of products with a ﬂat
drop proﬁle for installation
on facades as a one-piece unit

Cassette awning

I 2000/K 2000/N 2000
The I 2000 and K 2000 cassette awnings are true classics. The I 2000,
which is designed to be installed in weather-protected areas, is open
on the side facing the wall, while the K 2000 has an additional rear
wall proﬁle to create a fully enclosed cassette.

Actual depth with brackets: 200 mm

The sealing lip
Ensures the interior
remains dry and that the drop
proﬁle closes quietly.

1

1
Actual height with brackets: 211 mm

The rain gutter
Rain falling onto an open
awning set to the right angle of
inclination drains off to the side
via the end caps and does not
ﬂow over the valance.

2

The patented wind
lock safety device
To ensure that your awning is not
lifted up by gusty winds, weinor
has developed this very sturdy,
precision-working system.

2
4
5
3

3

The enforced closure
mechanism
The stop cam ensures that
your awning always closes
properly. This ensures that the
fabric is fully protected.

4

The angle adjustment
mechanism
The awning’s angle of inclination
is set by the tilting arm members
only. The cassette itself is securely
locked.

5
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weinor folding arm awnings
Opal 2001 highlights

Technical details

• cassette awning in a classic
design
• its low construction height
(14.5 cm without the bracket)
makes it equally suited for roof
mounting
• the fabric roller is elegantly
concealed by the Opal fabric
support proﬁle
• weinor enforced closure resulting from the intelligent combination of a tilting arm member,
stop cam and intake guide in
the drop proﬁle

• for large patios, up to 1200 cm
in width and a projection of up
to 400 cm (two-piece system
with jockey cover)
• one-piece systems up to
650 cm wide with a projection
of up to 400 cm
• with crank or motor drive
• TÜV-tested safety
• awning inclination: 5° to 40°
Can be combined with
• WeiTronic remote control
• Tempura heater
• wind supports

Cassette awnings

Opal 2001/Lux
It’s the details that make things special. And the Opal 2001 is
no different. Because an awning can only be enjoyed to the full
when everything is working to perfection. With this in mind,
our engineers leave nothing to chance, from the smallest of rubber
seals to a fully-functional, smooth-running tilting arm member.

Actual depth (without ﬁxing bracket): 221 mm

The sealing lip
Ensures the interior
remains dry and that the drop
proﬁle closes quietly.

1

The angle adjustment
mechanism
The angle of inclination in the
tilting arm member is easily and
quickly adjusted. The cassette
itself is securely locked.

2
5

3
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Actual height without bracket: 146 mm

The standard wall bracket
is made of extruded aluminium. It is inconspicuous and
very strudy.

2

The fabric support
proﬁle conceals the
fabric roller, helps to roll up
the fabric and increases fabric
tension.

4

1
3
4

The internal support
section
Stabilises areas impacted by the
force of the tilting arm member.

5

Opal Lux highlights

Technical details

In addition to the options
for Opal 2001:
• integrated LED lighting
• 30,000 hours of lighting with
minimal energy consumption
• extremely energy-efficient
• warm, pleasant light thanks to
special glass lenses
• can be activated and dimmed
with the optional WeiTronic
remote control – creates a
wonderful atmosphere on your
patio
• only possible on motorised
systems

• for large patios, up to 1200 cm
in width and a projection of up
to 400 cm (two-piece system
with jockey cover)
• one-piece systems up to
650 cm wide with a projection
of up to 400 cm
• TÜV-tested safety
• awning inclination: 5° to 40°
Can be combined with
• WeiTronic remote control
• Tempura heater with special
groove for the Opal line of
awnings
• wind supports
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Product overview
쏹 standard, at no extra charge
쎻 optional, extra charge applies
— not available/does not exist

Topas

Cap

open awning

Semina
semi-cassette awning

Quality
—

쏹

쏹

쏹

쏹

쏹

쏹
쎻
쎻
쎻

쏹
쎻
쎻
쎻

쏹
쎻
쎻
쎻

쏹

쏹

쏹

one-piece: 700 cm x 400 cm
two-piece: 1200 cm x 400 cm

one-piece: 600 cm x 350 cm
two-piece: 1200 cm x 350 cm

700 cm x 350 cm

Patented tilting arm member/
wind lock safety device
TÜV-tested safety
Design
47 standard frame colours
Over 150 other RAL colours
9 trend colours
Other textured colours
weinor Tuchkollektion colours by weinor®
Technology
Maximum awning size

Cassette size, incl. bracket

220 mm

Motor as standard
Crank drive possible

MiniMax
greater projection than width; for narrow, deep patios

Standard height of valance 20 cm

204 mm

210 mm

Proﬁle dimensions/side view of cassette

Topas
with roof

186 mm

Width x projection

202 mm

쏹
Topas
MiniMax

쏹

쏹
Cap MiniMax

쏹

(standard height on MiniMax 30 cm)

Valance Plus with motor (MiniMax version excluded),
additional privacy and sun screen up to 210 cm

Valance Plus with crank

204 mm

쏹
—
쏹
on request

쎻

—

쎻

쎻

—

—

—

—

쎻
쎻

쎻
쎻

쎻
쎻

쎻
only on Topas without roof

Lighting
integrated into the cassette

Accessories
LED/Design light bar
Wind supports
Tempura heating system
means of installation

WeiTronic Combio-868 MA remote control
(for awnings), with Agido vibration sensor
WeiTronic Combio-868 ML remote control
(for awnings and lighting), with Agido vibration sensor
WeiTronic Combio-868 MLED remote control
(for awnings, valance and lighting), with Agido vibration sensor

WeiTronic weather sensors
WeiTronic Lumero-868 sun sensor
WeiTronic Aero-868 AC 230 sun and wind sensor
WeiTronic Sensero-868 AC 230 sun, wind and rain sensor
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쎻

쎻

쎻

wall installation

wall installation

wall installation

쎻

쎻
—
쎻

쎻
—
—

—
쎻

without light function

without light function

쎻
쎻
쎻

쎻
쎻
쎻

쎻
쎻
쎻

Innovative weinor Markisen

Design-Gefühl
Die neue Markisen-Generation

Cassita/Lux

I 2000/K 2000/N 2000

Opal 2001/Lux

cassette awning
—

쏹

쏹

쏹

쏹

쏹

쏹
쎻
쎻
쎻

쏹
쎻
쎻
쎻

쏹
쎻
쎻
쎻

쏹

쏹

쏹

550 cm x 300 cm

one-piece: 700 cm x 400 cm
two-piece: 1200 cm x 400 cm

one-piece: 650 cm x 400 cm
two-piece: 1200 cm x 400 cm

151 mm

211 mm

I 2000

265.5 mm

쏹

198 mm

170 mm

www.weinor.de

255 mm

쏹

Opal 2001 Lux only
possible with motor drive

—

—

—

—

쎻

쎻

—

—

—

Cassita Lux with
ﬂush-ﬁtting
halogen light
bar

—
쎻

—
—

쎻
쎻

—

Zenara LED

Opal 2001 Lux

—
쎻

쎻

쎻

쎻

wall installation

wall installation

directly on the product

쎻
쎻

쎻

쎻

—
—

쎻
—

쎻
쎻
쎻

쎻
쎻
쎻

for Cassita Lux
Combio-868 ML

New: for weinor awnings in a
new design and with numerous
technical innovations, please see
your brochure “Designer Feel –
the new generation of awnings”.

쏹

Cassita Lux only
possible with motor drive

—

The new generation
of weinor awnings

Opal Design II LED

—

쎻
쎻
쎻

For more information, see www.weinor.de
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weinor Paravento side screen

Paravento

Paravento –

side screen,

Beautiful privacy screen
No matter how well you get along with your neighbours,
once in a while you still want to enjoy your privacy and not
have people staring in at you. One particularly attractive
and practical solution is the Paravento privacy screen. Since
weinor is a one-stop shop, your Paravento will perfectly
match all your other weinor products.

Paravento as a privacy screen
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The side screens block out the sun, glare and wind. The
fabric is tucked securely inside a cassette and can easily be
rolled in or out. During the winter, the cassette can be
easily removed.

Highlights

Technical details
142 mm

120 mm

• removable cassette
• fabric vanishes safely into the
elegant cassette
• two housing brackets for
mounting on a wall or patio
roof
• tie rod attaches as a plug-in or
screw-in pole
• keeps out prying eyes
• usable as a room divider
• usable as a printable advertising surface
• housing heights:
80 cm – 250 cm
• max. privacy protection 8 m2
• choice of seamless or stitched
fabrics

Paravento on a wall

Paravento as a privacy screen

Available seamless fabrics
• patterns from the weinor
collection (up to housing height
of 127.5 cm/fabric panel width
120 cm)
• Soltis® 86 and Soltis® 92
(up to housing height of 187.5
cm/fabric panel width 177 cm)
• Soltis® 93 (up to housing height
of 250 cm)
• 9 seamless acrylic unicolour
fabrics (up to housing height
of 250 cm/fabric panel width
240 cm)
Available stitched fabrics
• housing heights: 80 – 250 cm
• in this case, every fabric from
weinor’s currently valid fabric
collections can be used

Paravento on a weinor patio roof

whenever you want
Build yourself a little wind-free
corner
The fabric can be stretched at
right angles using a corner post.
This creates a more cosy place
for you to relax.

For more information, see www.weinor.de

The Paravento also likes to
stand in line
Even long spaces can be shaded
and protected easily, using several interconnected Paraventos.
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weinor Plaza Home

Plaza Home with Tempura heating system

Plaza Home with Tempura heating system

Plaza Home –

the graceful weather roof

weinor Plaza Home – sun protection for windy locations
The weinor Plaza Home has a welcoming textile look and is
especially suited to windy locations. Here, our tried-and-tested
WGM 2030 conservatory awning, which has built a reputation
for mastering areas that pose special difficulties, is mounted
at the front on sturdy posts ﬁtted to weinor’s Terrazza patio
roof. This solution also enables us to reduce signiﬁcantly the
amount of stress acting on the installation points on the wall –
an alternative that works in numerous cases.
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* Do not open in snow and frosty conditions

Highlights

Technical details

• the projection depends on
the width of the unit
• side channels bolted to the
posts make it especially suitable for wind-exposed areas
• its low impact on house walls
makes it ideal for installing on
“difficult” facades
• front overhang 20 – 100 cm
• tilt-adjustable brackets for easy
installation
• possible inclination 5°– 45°
• with motor as standard
• choice of polyester
fabrics also available

Maximum size of 1-piece ﬂat
system
• max. shadeable area 24 m2
• max. width 600 cm
• max. projection 400 cm

Plaza Home, coupled

Can be combined with
• WeiTronic remote control
• LED/Design light bar
• Tempura heater
• Paravento textile side screen
• installs on a supporting
structure Duoﬁx
• multi-section units possible
• stiffeners
• distance bars

Connecting post and sun protection

Plaza Home with Paravento

for your home
Stunning fabrics for your roof
system
magic colours polyester fabrics
• highly elastic fabric for large
units
• extremely straight, taut fabric
• minimal wrinkling and creasing
• solution-dyed high-tech
polyester fabric for long-lasting
brilliant colour

Plaza Home mounted under a roof overhang

For more information, see www.weinor.de
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weinor Plaza Pro
The Plaza Pro from weinor’s patio
world line was awarded the prestigious
“iF product design award”

Plaza Pro –

the large-surface

weinor Plaza Pro – enjoy clear skies and surround yourself
in fabric at the touch of a button
This textile pergola has been developed for heavy loads,
especially in the commercial applications. The fabric is rolled
out by a motor and then tightened by weinor’s patented
counterbalance system in the drop proﬁle. Once the fabric
is fully extended, it is stabilised even more by the crossbeam
connecting the two posts. Depending on the projection or
if the end-user has a speciﬁc request, the system can be reinforced using stiffeners with integrated rain gutters, support
rollers and much more. When the unit is pitched at 14° or
more, rainwater will drain away via the specially curved guide
proﬁle. Well-engineered details that make a difference.
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Highlights

Technical details

• ideal for installing on “difficult”
facades
• particularly suitable for wind
exposed areas
• low impact on house walls
• tilt-adjustable brackets for easy
installation
• possible inclination 5°– 45°
• patented carriage system ensures awning opens and closes
safely, even in side winds
• high fabric tension due to
proven tensioning system integrated into the drop proﬁle
• ideal protection due to gap
cover plate, which connects the
joints between the stiffeners
• with motor as standard
• choice of polyester
fabrics also available

Maximum size of 1-piece ﬂat
system
• max. shadeable area 30 m2
• max. width 500 cm
• max. projection 600 cm
• multi-section unit on request
• multi-section units up to 60 m2
Can be combined with
• WeiTronic remote control
• LED/Design light bar
• Tempura heater
• Paravento textile side screen
• Duoﬁx supporting structure
• VertiTex and Aruba vertical
sun protection
• trapezium-shaped fabric
• weinor glazing elements

Plaza Pro, coupled

Plaza Pro with Tempura
heating system and LED light bar

Stunning fabrics for your roof
system
magic colours polyester fabrics:
• highly elastic fabric for large
units
• extremely straight, taut fabric
• minimal wrinkling and
creasing
• solution-dyed high-tech
polyester fabrics for longlasting brilliant colour

weather roof
Wind, rain and sun protection
from the side
Depending on your tastes
and the architectural situation,
you can combine the weinor
Plaza Pro with various accessories. Sliding glass doors, ﬁxed
glazing or awnings – transparent using glass or Transparento
fabrics, translucent using Soltis®
mesh fabrics, or even opaque
using classic weinor fabrics.

Plaza Pro with VertiTex
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weinor conservatory awnings

Conservatory awning with vertical awning

Conservatory sun protection –
the all-round concept for a great atmosphere
weinor awnings and shades provide for pleasant
temperatures even under a hot sun
A conservatory can quickly become hot when the sun shines in.
Especially when it faces south or west. If the outside temperature
reaches 27°C, the indoor temperature can rise to 70°C if there
is no sun protection. This is where a roof-mounted conservatory
awning can help to provide a pleasant indoor environment.
For well-ventilated patio roofs and Glasoase®, often the only glare
protection that you need is an undermounted conservatory
awning. Vertical protection from the sun and prying eyes comes in
the shape of our red dot award-winning VertiTex vertical awning.
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Remote control convenience
You can control your conservatory
awning from the comfort of your
favourite chair, with the WeiTronic
Remoto remote control.

Roof-mounted, undermounted or vertical –
Sun protection just the way you need it

Undermounted glare
protection
The undermounted Sottezza
conservatory awning provides
ultimate glare protection. It
blends in perfectly with the
Glasoase® and weinor Terrazza
and is especially suited for use in
well-ventilated rooms. Even if
you are looking for the warming
effects of the sun, this protection against glare and UV light
is the right choice for your
Glasoase® or weinor Terrazza.

Externally mounted thermal
protection
If you keep the side elements
closed for the most part, a roofmounted conservatory awning
from our WGM line is the best
way to go. These awnings are
capable of blocking out signiﬁcantly more heat than an undermount awning and reduce the
greenhouse effect.

Vertical sun protection
The weinor VertiTex vertical
sun protection is a reliable way
to protect against glare, prying
eyes and heat. If it is equipped
with a translucent fabric from
the Soltis® collection, the sun
protection lets light through but
is not transparent.
Winner of the red dot design
award for high design quality.

Undermounted
sun protection

Roof-mounted
sun protection

VertiTex
vertical sun protection
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WGM 1030/2030 Design

WGM 1030 and 2030 Design –
the roof-mounted awnings

WGM 2030
Design

Conservatory awnings are used much longer around the year than
awnings with arms. They are used to protect the conservatory from the
sun even when it is windy. Precisely this is what the weinor systems
are based on, thus making them among the best-selling conservatory
awning products.

WGM 1030

Outwardly, the only difference between the two systems is their external
dimensions. The WGM 2030 Design is designed for large areas and has
an even higher fabric tension. A plug-in crank in the drop proﬁle allows
you to re-tension the fabric. Your inﬁnitely adjustable coupling system
ensures fabrics open to the exact same position every time even on units
with larger projections.
The WGM 1030 incorporates the same basic technology but is of a
lighter construction and designed for smaller areas of up to 16 m2. As it
is built to hold less fabric, the housing is daintier. The removable end
caps of the WGM 1030 and the WGM 2030 Design make both products
easier to service and very easy to maintain.
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Highlights

Can be combined with
• WeiTronic remote control

Maximum size
WGM 1030
1-piece ﬂat system
• max. fabric area of 16 m2
• distance between centre lines
up to 450 cm
• max. projection 500 cm
• multi-section units up to 72 m2

130 mm

170 mm

Housing size: WGM 1030

238 mm

182 mm

• rain gutter in drop proﬁle
• protective brushes incorporated
into housing keep out the rain
• patented carriage system for
side winds (inclines up to 10°)
• same Tex-Seil rope used in
ocean sailing
• patented rope winding
• circumferential tensioning
system integrated in the drop
proﬁle and pre-tensioned
• distance bars for larger widths/
projections

Technical details

Maximum size
WGM 2030 Design
1-piece ﬂat system
• distance between centre lines
up to 650 cm
• max. projection 650 cm
• multi-section units up to
100 m2 (4 sections)

Housing size: WGM 2030 Design

For maximum smooth running
Our patented combination of
carriage and cable allows your
conservatory awning to open
and retract quietly. Here, you
can happily tilt the drop proﬁle,
even in windy conditions, without fear of it jamming.

The distance bar
In case of a large width or
length, the sagging of the fabric
of the conservatory awning
WGM 1030/2030 is prevented
by the use of the distance bar.

For more information, see www.weinor.de

Inspired by ocean-sailing
technology
The high-tensile, tear-resistant
rope is the same as that used
in sailing and maintains the
tension in the fabric at all times.
This has been veriﬁed in endurance tests (more than 50,000
cycles). The patented combination of winding and guiding
technology makes for controlled,
near-noiseless rope winding.

The tensioning system
The sophisticated pulley mechanism provides for a permanently
taut fabric, thanks to the tension springs and the hi-tech rope
(patented). On a WGM 2030
Design, your service technician
has the fabric tension under
control at a ﬂick of the wrist.

The rope tensioning system

Support brackets
To match the style of your home
and conservatory, you can
choose from a wide range of
support brackets. These are capable of handling even the most
varied of structural situations.
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Sottezza/LED

Sottezza/LED –
the undermounted awning
Anyone who owns a roof patio often needs a highperformance anti-glare screen. The Sottezza/LED
has been developed for exactly this purpose. It is the
perfect complement to the weinor Terrazza patio
roof and the Glasoase®, but also to other non-weinor
products. On hot days, it offers a pleasant protection
against glare and the sun. Since the Sottezza opens
underneath the roof’s glass surface, it is wellprotected from showers and dirt. The Sottezza LED
version of the awning provides atmospheric lighting
in the evening.

WGM Sottezza two-section system

WGM Sottezza LED
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Highlights

Technical details

• for the weinor Terrazza or any
other patio roof system
• tensioning elements integrated
into the guide rails
• available with or without a
roof
• minimum inclination of 5°

Sottezza versions
• ﬂat system
• multi-section systems
• coupled systems

The fabric
In the case of the Sottezza, we
consciously chose not to go
for an overly high fabric tension
because the fabric is less exposed to windy conditions than
a roof-mounted awning. This
has enabled us to use ﬁner proﬁles that visually blend in more
effectively with a patio roof.
These proﬁles, together with
the textile look, create a cosy
patio atmosphere.

Depth: 228 mm

Height: 139 mm

Sottezza LED
• 30,000 hours of lighting with
minimal energy consumption
• extremely energy-efficient
• warm, pleasant light thanks to
special glass lenses
• WeiTronic remote-controlled
dimmer
• only with motorised systems

Motor
Needless to say, the smallersized Sottezza models can also
be opened and retracted using
a hand crank. In this case, the
awning must be no more than
400 cm wide with a maximum
projection of 400 cm. The fabric
can then be tightened by manually retracting the awning
slightly using the hand-operated
crank. The resulting fabric sag
has no impact whatsoever on
how the system works.

The distance rope
On Sottezza models with larger
widths and/or projections, one
or more distance ropes are used.
Hand crank

Maximum size of 1-piece unit
ﬂat system
• max. width 600 cm
• max. projection 600 cm
• max. 24 m2
• fabric sag possible with larger
projections
Can be combined with
• WeiTronic remote control
• LED/Design light bar
• Tempura heater

Coupled systems
For a harmonious look, coupled
awnings open and retract the
fabric panels simultaneously. In
this case, only one motor is
required. Two-section units are
supplied with a motor as
standard.

Sottezza LED
The Sottezza LED provides
pleasant lighting under your
patio roof. The light bar is the
same colour as the awning rack
and is shaped to blend in seamlessly with the overall design.
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Product overview
쏹 standard, at no extra charge
쎻 optional, extra charge applies
— not available/does not exist

Plaza Home/LED

Plaza Pro/LED

textile patio roofs
Design
47 standard colours
Over 150 RAL colours
9 trend colours
Other textured colours

쏹
쏹
쏹
쏹

쏹
쏹
쏹
쏹

weinor fabric collection colours by weinor®

쏹

쏹

600 x 400 cm

500 x 600 cm

24 m2

30 m2

쎻
쎻
쎻

쎻
—
쎻

5° – 45°

5° – 45°

Motor as standard

쏹

쏹

Vertical awnings possible
Aruba, VertiTex

—

쎻

—
—

쎻
쎻

—

쎻

—

쎻

Tempura heating system

쎻

쎻

WeiTronic Combio-868 MA remote control
WeiTronic Combio-868 MLED remote control

쎻
쎻

쎻
쎻

쎻
쎻
쎻

쎻
쎻
쎻

Technology
Maximum awning size (1-piece unit)
Width x projection

Maximum shadeable area (1-piece unit)
Multi-section systems
Coupled systems
LED version
System inclination

Can be combined with glazing elements
between the posts
w26-c
w50-c (as ﬁxed glazing, window, door, parallel tilt-and-slide door, and as parapet)
Glazing elements on the sides
w50-c (as ﬁxed glazing, window, door, and
parallel tilt-and-slide door)
Fixed trapezium element
Accessories

WeiTronic weather sensors
WeiTronic Lumero-868 sun sensor
WeiTronic Aero-868 AC 230 sun and wind sensor
WeiTronic Sensero-868 AC 230 sun, wind and rain sensor
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For more information, see www.weinor.de

WGM 1030/2030

WGM Sottezza/LED

textile sun protection for patio roofs, Glasoase®
and conservatories
Design
47 standard colours
Other 150 RAL colours
9 trend colours
Other textured colours

쏹
쏹
쏹
쏹

쏹
쏹
쏹
쏹

weinor fabric collection colours by weinor®

쏹

쏹

WGM 1030: max. distance
between centre lines 450 cm*
max. projection 500 cm*

400 x 600 cm / 600 x 350 cm

Technology
Maximum awning size (1-piece unit)
Width x projection

* with max fabric size of 16 m2 in this case

Maximum shadeable area (1-piece unit)
Multi-section systems
Coupled systems
LED version

WGM 2030:
650 x 500 cm / 400 x 650 cm
16 m2 (WGM 1030) /
32.5 m2 (WGM 2030)
쎻
쎻
—

24 m2
쎻
—
쎻

쏹

쏹

Tempura heating system

쎻

쎻

WeiTronic Combio-868 MA remote control
WeiTronic Combio-868 MLED remote control

쎻
—

쎻
쎻

쎻
쎻
쎻

쎻
쎻
쎻

Motor as standard

Accessories

WeiTronic weather sensors
WeiTronic Lumero-868 sun sensor
WeiTronic Aero-868 AC 230 sun and wind sensor
WeiTronic Sensero-868 AC 230 sun, wind and rain sensor

* Other dimensions/snow load zones on request
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And even more weinor patio solutions …

International award
for top-quality design

And even more weinor outdoor living solutions …
Even if you want to use your patio for longer than an awning allows,
weinor has the right product for you. Your weinor partner is an
experienced specialist who will gladly provide you with advice on
everything from planning to realising your product.

www.weinor.com
Important information:
For textile sun protection: creases occur during manufacture and when folding the awning fabrics. This can
lead to the areas of the fold appearing darker when
seen against the light, particularly with light colours.
Folds in the hem, seam and fabric lengths occur where
there are multiple layers of the woven fabric and
different rolling thicknesses on the fabric roller. The
resulting fabric tension can cause waviness (e.g.
honeycomb or ﬁsh bone patterns). In principle, these
effects occur to varying degrees in almost all awning
fabrics. Creases and folds do not detract from the value

and usability of an awning. Awnings and conservatory
awnings are sun protection devices which should be
retracted when it is raining or windy. Wet fabric creases
more easily and as far as possible should only be
retracted after drying out (please take care in strong
winds and avoid pooling).
Depending on the colour of the ordered rack, we
supply all small parts as well as crank handles and gear
boxes for systems with crank mechanisms in black
(similar to RAL 9005), white (similar to RAL 9016) or
grey (similar to weinor 7319).

For patio roofs, Glasoase®, conservatories: Ask
a qualiﬁed conservatory builder about the causes of
condensation formation and any cracking sounds
which may occasionally be heard and how to avoid
them from the planning stage onwards.
Patent no
EP1310609
1403442
1382770

1541776
2072709
0745742

EP0916781
EP0959195
EP0942114

0994221
1206609
1099808

We reserve the right to make technical changes. For technical reasons, the colours may appear slightly different when printed.

weinor Glasoase®

3.000/03/13/116471-0000 Z

Your specialist centre will be pleased to advise you:

